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Gifted & Talented in the Arts
The newsletter issues from August 2020 through April 2021 focused on arts standards classroom application. Several
educator modules and resources have been developed to support deepening knowledge and practice. Here are links to
those resources for your continued studies in building skills and knowledge of our young artists, dancers, musicians, actors,
and artistic technicians. Click on the area of interest to learn more.
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As we wind down the school year, consider a review of resources and strategies to support
students who exhibit skills and knowledge in the arts beyond grade level. This newsletter
has many ideas to help support programming for students that are high ability and gifted in
the arts. A special thank you to my colleague, Mark Schwingle, Gifted and Talented, Advanced
Placement, and International Baccalaureate Education Consultant, for partnering in a podcast
about gifted and high-ability indicators and strategies. I hope you will find this helpful. In the
meantime, checkout two guides about gifted and talented instruction in the arts.

•

Planning Curriculum in Art and Design (2013). Page 148 of the guide has information about instructional strategies
and resources to support learners requiring in-depth or accelerated opportunities in the arts.
• The Gifted and Talented Resource Guide: Music Identification Handbook for Educators, Coordinators, and Administrators
in Wisconsin Public Schools was created through the work of the Wisconsin School Music Association and the
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction.
One final reminder: check out the professional development sessions and PLCs listed online - https://dpi.wi.gov/finearts/events/upcoming. Consider registering and participating in these arts sessions. Thank you again for your work in
arts education.
-Julie A. Palkowski, PhD, Arts and Creativity Education Consultant
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Family Guides for the Arts
Visit the family guides for your arts area. Share these along with your own resources with families for the
upcoming summer. Each guide provides standards based suggestions and questions for exploring by our
young musicians, artists, dancers, artistic technicians, and actors with their families. Click on the image to
view and download these resources. If you have any questions about the guides or have suggestions for
future learning tools or topics, please email julie.palkowski@dpi.wi.gov.
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